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1. The pre-tsunami status of coastal trees & forest resources & the forest-related impact of the tsunami

➢ Coatal vegetation consists of a limited range of species
➢ Provides a range of recreational, economical, conservation and heritage values

Impact of tsunami

➢ Complete island over wash to inundation around island margins
➢ Accumulation of debris
➢ In some islands sea lettuce, ironwood and screw pine were either damaged or completely destroyed
➢ Clean up operation—bulldozing demolition debris and garbage into over thicket vegetation

2. The status of implementation of coastal forest rehabilitation, issues that have emerged & lessons learned

➢ Ministry of Environment & Construction conducted a survey of the affected islands
  – Joint UNEP and OCHA
➢ An inter ministerial environment task force was formed
➢ Safe island concept
What has been the experience with interministerial cooperation in the Maldives with the large number of post-tsunami projects?

All projects are under the National Disaster Management Centre and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Marine Resources has a steering committee comprising representatives of the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Tourism, the Ministry of Planning and other departments in related sectors.

To what extent are communities and NGOs involved in post-tsunami projects?

Communities are always involved in planning and execution of projects and reforestation has generally been taken care of by island authorities.

Have there been problems with moving people to “safe islands” since the tsunami?

People have been reluctant to leave but after the tsunami, there has been more impetus; the schemes are voluntary.

Does natural regeneration occur on islands from which people have moved?

There has been regeneration of trees on deserted islands and the islands have been registered as uninhabited, which means that any cutting of trees has to be done with government approval.